
Guidelines for Trading AES 
 

Below are the specific set of rules that the AES tracking results are based on. These are intended to be used 
as a guidance and can be adjusted based on your personal profit goal and/or market conditions. 

 
General Guidelines: 
 

1. We do not track or trade two AES signals or two Fractals at a time. However, we will take 1 AES and 1 
Fractal at same time. 

a. If in an AES and fractal at the same time, we track them as two individual trades, moving our 
stop to 5 points on each based on their open price.  

b. Sometimes you will exit an AES signal based on the below rules (white bar, etc.) and continue to 
hold the fractal. 

2. Any AES signal is valid that comes on within the first 3 seconds. 
a. If price has already moved 3-5 points with a 1-3 second late signal, skip the trade. 
b. In volatile markets where price can move 10 points in 3 seconds, revert to only taking trades at 

the open of the bar. 
3. Each trade starts with a 10 point (40 tick) profit target and a 20 point (80 tick) stoploss bracket. 
4. Use a fractal as a stop if it is less than 20 points away. 
5. For every trade, once the position gets above 5 points of profit, we move our stop to 5 points of profit 

to guarantee ourselves a minimum of 5 points of profit on the trade. The trade may come back and 
close for the 5 points of profit or continue on to the 10 point limit order. 

6. Our tracked 5 point lock, 10 point profit target, and 20 point stoploss are based on the open of the bar. 
If there is slippage on the trade, you may want to adjust your bracket order accordingly. 

 
T = Trend Bias 

• Entry signal: Second Blue bar or Second Red bar. 
• Exit: Bar opens white or opposite color (Blue bar in a short trend or red bar in a long trend). 
• Reverse: Opposite signal comes on at the open of a bar with a white or opposite color bar of the trend.  
• If a Trend Bias and Momentum both occur in opposite directions, at the same time and at the open of 

the bar, skip both trades. If they come on 1 second apart from each other, take the signal that 
appeared first. 
 

T+ = Continuation of Trend 
• Entry signal: Cycle Finder plus realigns to trend. Crosses up in long trend or crosses down in short 

trend. 
• Exit: Bar opens white or opposite color (Blue bar in a short trend or red bar in a long trend). 
• Reverse: Opposite signal comes on at the open of a bar with a white or opposite color bar of the trend.  

 
C = Consensus 

• Entry signal: Alignment of Cycle Finder Plus, Awesome Oscillator, Profit Flow Oscillator, and price bar 
(white price bar can align with either long or short entry). 

• Exit: Bar opens opposite color. Hold on a white bar. If opposite consensus signal comes on mid bar and 
you’re still holding, close at the open of the next bar if that opposite direction consensus signal prints. 

• Reverse: Opposite signal comes on at the open of a bar with a white or opposite color bar. 
 
 

 



 
M = Momentum 

• Entry signal: Cycle Finder Plus crosses up from the buy zone (below the green horizontal line) or 
crosses down from the sell zone (above the red horizontal line). It will not happen every single time it 
crosses, as this signal also factors in price action. 

• Exit: There is no price bar color or condition that tells us to close besides an opposite AES signal, hitting 
our stop/profit target, or hitting a fractal that is also being used as a stop 

• Reverse: ANY opposite AES signal. 
 

Fractal  
• Entry: Middle bar of a 5 bar series has the highest high (upper fractal) or lowest low (lower fractal). 

Fractal entries can happen at any time. 
• Exit: There is no condition that tells us to close besides an opposite AES signal or hitting our stop/profit 

targets. This is why when you are in both an AES and Fractal trade at the same time, sometimes you 
will continue to hold the fractal after something has told you to exit an AES signal.  

• Reverse: Any opposite AES signal comes on. 
• Use as stop for AES signal if closer than the 20 point stop. 
• If using as a stop, also have an order to go long or short at the fractal so that the trade will reverse into 

a fractal trade. 
 
Special Situations: 
 
TC = Trend Bias and Consensus both come on at the open of the bar 

• Use the rules for Consensus. 
 

T+C = Continuation and Consensus both come on at the open of the bar 
• Use the rules for Consensus. 

 
TM = Trend Bias and Momentum in same direction both come on at the open of the bar  

• Use Trend Bias rules. 
 

 T+M = Continuation and Momentum in same direction both come on at the open of the bar 
• Use Continuation rules. 

 
CM = Consensus and Momentum in same direction both come on at the open of the bar 

• Use Consensus rules. 


